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meet the child's cognitive and affectiveeeds.

A ,

PROCESS DEFICITS Ii",1 LEARNING DISABLED CHILDREN

AND. IMPLICATIONS FOR READING

Doris J. Johnson

4

In recent years considerable attention has been given to children who

are underachieving in our schools. Special services, teacher preparation

programs, legislation and research'studies'have been initiated in' order to

provide for children with unique needs. The problems are highly complex

because underachievement may result from a variety of causes including, sen-

sory impairments, mental retardation, emotional disorders, lack of stimula-

tion and specific learning disabilities. Thus, it is frequently necessary

to have comprehensive diagnostic services to determine why a child is not

learning. The ultimate goal is to develop an ediscational plan designed to

Although it is clear that some children have multiple problems, the
4

focus of this discussien is on children who are classified as having a learn-.

ing disability.

The
f'

term learning disabilities, in this discussion, will be used as

defined in the Education of the Handicapped Act, Fart G 91-230).
, .

Children with sPecific'lea'rning disabilities exhibit a disorder in
one or more of the basic psychological.proeeses involved in under.c

e. standing or in using *written or spoken language. These hay be mani-
- tested in disorders of listening, thinking, talking, reading, writ

Ins, spelling.oratithmetic.__Thei, include conditidns which have been ,

deferred to as perceptuA handicaps, brain.injgry, minimal brain dys-
fmnctiiint dyslexia, developmental aphaslifr etc. They do not include
learning problems which are due primarily to visual, hearing or motor
handicaps, to mate/ retardation, emotional disturbance or to environs
nontal disadvantage." (National Advisory Committee on Handicapped
Children, 1968.)

3
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Although there are many persistent questiOns and problems rel4ted to
I

the definition, most special. educators recognize that there are children who

bave difficulty learning even though they have good mental ability and mo-
*

tivation.

.The population of children with learning disabilities is heterogeneous.

Some have problems understanding or using spoked language; others speak well

-but cannot read; st\ll others have no problems reading but they are unable

to express ideas in writing. Because of the complexity of the Symbol

terns that children are expected to learn and because of the variability with-

in
,

the group, the_age of identification will vary. Some youngsters, partic-
-

ularly those with language disorders, may be identified during the preschool.

. -years-whereas others may not encounter difficulty until third or fourth grade

when they are expected to acquire more abstract vocabulary or write lengthy
..

compositions,

Many, but fof all children with learning disabilit\ encounter diffi-

culty learning to read. Because reading requires complex auditory, visual,

linguistic and cognitive skills:it is apparent that chiOren who have one

or more deficits in processing information are apt to have problems et some
i .

point while they are learning to read. Bowyer, the nature of tbeit Prob-
. A

less will vary. Those who have strong visual memory abilities but poor au-

ditory analysis skills may do fairly well if they are first introduced to

a whole word - sight approach to.reading. They may have problems, hOwever,

when asked to rhyme or to generalize from a Known word to an unknown word.

. -
Likewise, a child with comprehension prOblems may do' quite well on auditory-

visual association tasks but be unable to interpret what be reads.

-At the present time extensive research. remains to be done. No firm

. conclusions can be drawn with regard to prediction of leading failure nor

.41 4



the most effective forms of instruction for various children. We need cOm-
...1

prehensive, longiipdinal studies of both efficient.and inefficient readers

to determine which combination of skills are necessary for virious'facets

of reading including decoding and comprehension. -It is doubtful that slim,

ple corrplational,studies can provide us with all of the relevant informa-

tion needed. Cluster analyses ray be necessaryto determine Which combina-
.

tion.of strengths and weaknesses are found among good and poor readers.

It is my impression that we need,to investigate the child's deficit% in re-
./

. .

lation to/his strengths -- or his-low abilities in relationptintegrities._

Certain children with minor processing deficits.may -compensate for problems

if they have 'strengths in other areas. For example, some with pe;r phonemic

discrimination may actually improve when reading (the printed word) is in-
07: -

troduced. They have good visual skills which permit them to detect differ-
_

ences they do not perceive auditorily.

Research on children with specific learning disabilities is emerging,

but it is difficult to analyze and compare the findings in the studies be-
.

cause the populations and procedures are not always well defined.; Intelli-

gence is not always considered, and when it is, the measures used to-assess

rental ability vary greatly. Thus the composition of the groups may be quite,

different-. Studies which include children on the basis of average nonver-

bal intelligchce bay yield quite different results from those in which audi-

tory verbal measures are used fqr selection ctiterion.

Another reason for variability of results concerns the nature of the

experimental tasks. For example, on tests of auditory discrimination, the

cognitive requirements for comparing two words ("Do these sound the same or

different? -- cub -- cup") are quite different from those in which the child

is asked to point to a picture ("Point to cup -- cub"). Moreover, some tests
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utilize nonmeaningful stimuli such as_nonsense syllables whereas others use

. real words. Thus,,in order to compare result1-one rust know very specifi-

cally what the child was asked to do and how -he- was asked to respond. Moven-
.

clature 41so-varies). For example the term:"perceptiOn" is used in ',Many dif-

ferent ways, varying from a simple, low level Tesponise to relatively high

levels of cognition.

,Stil4 another factor pertains to the parameters'of reading that were

meadUred in various correlotional studies. It is Important to know whether

certain auditory processes were correlated with oral reading, or silent read-
.

ing, with reading of single words or context, and with comprehension of facts

or general significance of the content.

Given thesejssues, it is difficult at the present time to draw firm

conclusions:regarding the relationships between specific deficits in percep-

tion, =berry or other coflitive processes and the reading'problems of learn-

.

ingdisabled children. Nevertheless, I Will discuss some of the di4urbances;

particularly those in the auditory system, that seem to interfere with the

acquiiltion of reading skills.. Some of these problems pOsist through the

adolescent and young adult years; hence, special attention should be provided

in the early grades.

Our orientation is one that views the child as an "information proces-

sor," as one who has multiple modalities for input and output_ of information,

and one who has the potential for a variety of complex integrative networks.

Thus, as ve.begin an investigation of children we want to know which systems

for input are Lptact and which may be less-efficient. We also want to know

441.44 modes of response are av41able. In addition we are concerned with

'the th4 of information the (laid is able to process, particularly verbal.

an4 nonverbal. 6
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Frames of Reference for Child Sty
.

.
.

.

. Several theoretical fr'ates of reference'serve as the basis for our eval-
.

tifion of learning ,disabled children. The first pertains td the broad cat-

egories of."input -- integration -- and output." The diagnostic educator

is concerned with whether a child has a disturbance at the level of input,

integration, or output -- whether he has difficulty receiVing and assimilat-

ing the information he receives or whether he 14 unable to retrieve and ex-

press that which he knows. Generally, the, child who has difficulty under-
%

standing will also have limited expression. That is, a disorder of input

limits the output. Thus the child who fails to comprehend spoken words can-

npt be expected to express more than he receives. .Similarly, the child with

a reading disorder cannot be expected to use written language even though

he may be able to copy words. 'In contrast, there arethildren who hive ad-.

equatt receptive capacities but cannot encode their ideas intb oral or writ-

,ten form. For example, a child with a word retrieval problem may comprehend

language but be unable to spontaneously recallwords he wishes to use. Sim-

ilarly those with severe auditory-motor integration disordeul,af apraxia

may be unable to speak though they can comprehend or read silently. Thus,
. .

it is necessary to do as cemplete a "systems analysis" aspossible -- to

determine which channels are efficient for decoding and encoding various

. types.oftinformation.
./

A second form of reference pertains to the semi-autonomous systems con-

cept of Hebb (1963). He proposes that the Vain is made Up of
.

cyst , and that at times, a given system such as the audieoci or the visual

ay functions semi-independently from otherg. At times one system fpnc-
.

tune in a supplementary way With another, and -et times all. systems function

isterrelctedly. Diagnostically and educationally this concept has many f12-

A

.7
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.plications (Johnson and )yklebust, 1967). Each psychosensory systeM is ap-

praised as it functions semleautonomously, in coordination with another sys-

tem, and as all of the syste function simultaneously. In our eyaluations .

we try to ascertain whether a child can perceive, remember, and interpret

what he hears, sees, or feels. We also explore the ways in which the sys-

tems work together. This being the case, we have suggested that three types

of learning must be evaluated: (1) intrasensory -- that is learnidg requir-

ing only one system such as audition or vision, (2) inrersensory -- learning

requiring two or more but not all systems, and (3) integrative -- learning

requiring all of the. systems functioning as a unit. The major purpose is to

determine Which learning "circuits"-are operative or inoperative. A second

is to determine how the child should be taught, that is, to clarify which

combination of inputs will facilitate learning.

In our research, diagnosis, and remediation we have observed that some

children are overloaded by ruiltisensory inputs. They become confused if they

are required to assimilate information through more than one system at a time.

The information being received through a given sensory channel impedes inte-

gration of that being received through another. The concept of overloading

has considerable relevance for instructioev If a multisensory or VAKT approach

is used inappropriately, learning actually may be impeded. On the other hand,

some Children with learning disabilities cannot profit from intrasensory

ulation; they need input from more than one modality to help them perceive
(8.

.or,retain information. This often is apparent among children with severe au-
./

ditory disorders. When give'n an intrasensory auditory task4thcy may fail to

perceive unless visual stimuli 'such as objects, pictures, or printed words

are placed before them. Other children may not profit from.intrasensory vis-

ual information. Thus, they may have difficulty with certain programmed read-*

S
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The goal of instruction is to "balance the input stimulation" according

to the. child's pattert of strength and' weaknesses. Typically it is necessary.

to use a series of diagnostic teaching probes in order to determine which,

combination of inputs,ts core effective.

.To illustrate this principle, consider the following options or strat-

egies that might be used for auditory perceptual training. First, one might

explore intrasensory,stimulation. That is, the child is asked to close his

eyes and li.sten for pairs of words or phonebes that are similar (e.g., "bat -

back We find t4it some Children improve with this approach'because they

cannot 1 and listen easily; they seem overloaded withSultiple stimulation.

On one oc ion a six-year old boy could not take a hearing test with his

eyes open; ffi-closed his eyes and raised his hand each time he heard a sound.

-,-,/

If children are distractible it nay be advantageous to reduce visual input

in order to enhance learning.

A second option wouad'utilize visual movement cues. In this instance,

the teacher asks the child to watch her mouthvery closely while she says

the words. Occasionally it is beneficial to produce the movement pattern

with no sound. After the child sees a difference between the movement pat-
,

terns of the al mechanism, the teacher says the words and asks the student

to indicate"whether he can hear the-difference.

A third option is tactile or kinesthetic stimulation. The child'sst-

tention is drawn to the vibrations of the larynx on voiced soundsorto the

sir that is expelled when. producilg certain plosive sounds. Closely related

to this is the option of auditory for productio4 Children are encouraged

to imitate the words as piocisely possible in order to obtain better au-

4itory fdedback.

9
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At other times the teacher may use the printed word. Rather than work-411

ing on intrasensOry auditory skills it may be helpful to present pairs of

words and ask the child to see the difference and then to listen for the dif-

1

ference.

Finally, rate of auditory input might be modififa.- Some learning dis-

abled children are unable to prodess information at the expected, rate. There-

fore, words are said more slowly in order to detect all of the features.

Although many teachers may use one or more of these techniques with all chil-

dren, our objective is to become as precise as possible in selecting a form

of"input that is in keeping with each child's style of learning.

'In our comprehensive "systems analysis" approach we feel it is important

to study more than modalities of input and output; it is necessary to exam-
.

ine.the child's ability to process various typei of information, particularly

that which is verbal and nonverbal. A1bough we recognize that many people
a

may use verbal mediatioh in processing certain types of nonverbal information

we feel that it may be an oversimplification to- simply define-a child as an

auditory or a visual learner.

of information that he can or

with severe reading' disorders

Bather, we should Attempt to describe the type

cannot process. For example, some children

have superior visual nonverbal abilities, They

have no difficulty with tasks- requiring.perceitionor memory"of geometric

designs,. pictures, or block patterns. Their major problem seems to be with

visual verbal learning In contrast, we see children and adults with severe

problems in visual nonverballunctions-Who have no problems in reading.

ark have difficulty with both nonverbal' and verbal learning.

Our diagnostic as sessments should include a study of a child's ability

to comprehend and use both verbal and,nonverbal symbols. In addition, ,we II,

attempt to determine wkether he can process multiple messages. It is clear

.10
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that a child must. attend to many features in any.communication getting. -Dur-

ing conversation he must listen tfr the words but also to the vocal inflection

andsobstrvt many nonverbal features of the speaker. Similarly, when a child

is reading-or writing he must attend to multiple features.

Finally, in our "systems analysis" we 'attempt to determine the level,

of disturbance, that is, whether the prob s result from breakdowns in atten-

tion, pefeePtion, memory, symbolization or conceptualization. We recognize

the dif ficulty in attempting to draw such diftinctions because of the over-

,

lsp'and interrelationships between these functions. Furthermore, we need

better measures to assess many processes. Nevertheless, research and clin-

ical experience indicates that further investigaionof the following process

is needed in.order to understand the ne,e.d.s.'nf the, learning disabled child.

Attention

Many. studies pertaining to the development and disorders of attention

have been completed duzing_the paii decade. (Bakan, 1966; Hallahan and'Kauff-

. amm4 1976; Dykman, it al., 1971.) The significance of attention for all le.arn-

ing andliving cannot be minimized. Cobb (1948) states that attention is

necessary for all learning if not for self preservation and 'life

Indeed; one might characterize a personality by,attention characteristics,

that is Whether an individual is persistent, flighty,or easily distracted.
.

Attention improves with maturation, so'cialization'and endirormental con-

trols. Most preschoolers

prate in their ability to

Is irrelevant.

Problems of attention haite been observed in ran) leSining disabled chil-
.

are= somewhat distractible, but they gradually im:

!elect certain information and to-inhibit that which

dren.- Strauss and Lehtinen (190) and Cruickshank, et al. 11961) reported
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that distractibility, disinhibition and - perseveration were cortmon symptoms

among "brain-injured" children. Subsequently eheyrecommended a highly struc-

tured environment sd the.child could perform more effective-ly. Kaliski (1959)
. .

indicated' that it wasRecessary to structuke the child's world spatially,

temporally, contextually, and socially. Johnson and Myklebust (1967) reported

thilt it was,beneficial to structure the environment, materials, _and presen-

tation of the materials. They emphasized, however, that it is important to

keep a fluid structure and to expose children to more natural' settings as

soon as they are-able to integrate the experiences.
0

Research on the effectiveness of highly structured environments is some-

what limited. CruickshankJet al. (1961) used the Strauss andiehtinen pro-

cedures in, a special classroom with a group of hyperactiVe children and found

that at the end of one year the subjects were better able to withstand dis-'

.tractions. However, at the end of the second year without the structured

environment, the children lost the adVantages theyshad gained. Thus, long

term planning for children with these behavioral tendencies may be needed.

The role of pharmacology in the minigement of children with attention

disorders also is important (Grossman, 1966;:,Connors, 1973). While some stud-

ias indicate improvement in the child's ability to attend with medication

more-comprehensive long term studies are needed.

Although not all of the parameters ofattention have been delineated

Gardner (1966) states that disturbances may occur in (a) selective attention,

(b).maintenance of attentioo,'(c) momentary span of attention the ability

1,

to hold.severalthingi'in mind at one tine, and (d) attention' deployment =-

the scanning that'antindividual engages'inbefore making adeelsion. This.

A
letter fator is related icthe research on,impulsivity:and reflectivity con-411,

ducted by Kagan (1965). He Studied thet% iihaviors by asking the child to

12
.
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select a picture from an array that was the same as the model. His findings

indicated that impulsive children tended to make more errors than those who

reflective. Several researchers who.used Kagan's procedures found that

learning disabled children tere more impulsive eflective thin nor-
-

mals (Keogh and Donlan, 1972; Hal% Kauffplan a ;1973; Nesbitt, 1974).
,dta,4

. The implicitions for learning and early readig instruction are'appar-'

ent.- Children who have difficulty selecting'relevant information or

ing.attention may have many problems in school. Some perform below the level

of theipOtential. For example, an impulsive six-year-old made fifteen errors

on-an suotitory discrimination test when-it was,given in standardized Wm

Later; using a different form, thellmingr held the child's hand;encourag-

ing him to look at all of ti;be pictures before responding, and the child made

only one error. The same,child scored at a four-year-level on.a picture vo-

cabulary test when,no structpre was proviOed but he achieved at a six-year level ,k

\\4,.

lobed Controls fOr the impulsivity were
.

used. Group,reading readinets tests

need'to be analyzed carefully because some learning disabled children impul-

sively mark figUres without attending to all of the.questions add poisible

responses. Similarly, the hasty 'scanAer makes errors wnen be reads and may
.

- 7-
i ,

/
fail to comprehend:. , ,

. Information overloading also may be considered apart of an attention

disorder'
414
though other factors maPbe involved. By overloading we refer to

situation : in which_ child is unable to integrate multiple messages and, _

94111; some instances to monitor hisTerfamance. tOne of the. situations where '
. ,

we observe overl ading in some children is during,oral,reading.in context.
Sip

Some childien seem unable to perceive and assimilate the visual matestal,

retrieve auditory'responses and monitor their performance. They may be think-

-

. ing one' word while saying something else. For example, a student rCiad-,mot

.1
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passage in which the word "nuclear" occurred several times,-Each time he

substituted t d "muscular" yet he-never corrected, himself. After com7
.

P4eting the passage we asked him to listen to a tape recording of his orel

C.

.

reading of the story and the printed material was removed so he only listened.

The boy was quite surprised that he made the error and Asked, "Did I really

say 'youscake? I was thinking ''nuclear' the. whole time." We have observed

similar tendencies in other learning disabl d children and have found, that

a systematic program of monitoring is very neficials Children are asked

to read passages; then they listen to emtelves on tapeand try to detect

meaning errors. Next they listen t rape with the printed passage before

them and underline or note the er

ress with these techniques.

Many students have made marked prog-

Although disttirbance of attention may be found in many learning disabled

children we also feel it s critical to examine attention with regard to the

nature of the co

material is eping with the child's cognitive structure. Attention may

vane when the contelf is either too diffichlt or too easy and uninteresting.

Every teacher is aware of this fal4lut'it becomei more crucial for children

who hate uneven patterns of development. Careful observation and diagnostic

teaching is needed to determine which conditions and procedures foster max-

ve task. Kagan states that attention is best when the,-

imum attention.

Perception

Research on the topic of perception is so vast that oncannot review

many of Zhe findings and parameters. Therefore, only a few areas will be

K

discussed as they relate to early readineinstruction and learning disabled

14
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The first pertains to the active search for critical attributes as dis-
,

cussed by Gibson and Levin (1976). While this is an important factor in the

perceptual development of all children, it appears that the nature of the '-i

search seeds extensive study among learning disabled students. .This,need

became apparent -coring some of our investigations on crossmodal perception.

During the haptic portions.of the' studies we noted that the learning disabled

Childreu exhibited. less exploratory behavior than normals of the same age.

They tended.to be more passive (JohnsOFG-1975). Therefore, we designed a

study -which involved video-taping of the hands of,preschool normal and learn-

ing disabled children while they were engaged in the- active exploration of

familiar and unfamiliar objects. We analyzed the number and type of movements,.

the part ofwthe hand,and fingers used during exploration, the length of ex-

ploration and various verbal 'responses:. In general, the learning disabled

children demonstrated more fixating movements, more pressing, and less edg-

ing and searching for critical attributes (Johnson.and "fans, 1973): They also
sk

had more difficulty attending-to the intrasensory task. Frequently they tried

to pull the object from behind the screen in order to see it. The examiners

found that they had to nay, 'Don't peak" to the learning disabled children

many more times than to the normals.

further evidence of faulty exploratory behavior among learning disabled

children'came from parent interviews. Blalock and Johnson (1974) designed a

questionnaire to investigate various aspects of play behavior-among preschool

e
Learning disabled .children. The results indicated that the'parents of the

learning disabled children observed less spontaneous, exploratory behavior

and that their activities appeared to be more random than'other children

within the family:

More studies of both haptic and visual sear behavior are uecessary

15
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to confirm these preliMinary findings.. In addition, studies o listening

behavidr; though much more difficult to design, are needed. any tests of

perCeptOn assess the product, of perception; our goal is to determine more

'bait theearp and hyfothesis testing of children who are suspected bf hav-

ing learning dIs4bilities. It maybe that the teacher should foster better

exploration andlrowide more explicit statements regarding relevant features

to which the child should attend.

Phonemic"Disoriminaeion. Phonemic discrimination, one aspect of percep-

tion, involves bhe ability to detect differences between minimally paired

words or syllablA. Essentially the teacher reds to know whether theichild

," can distinguish...between those sounds that signal a meaning change in our lang-
.

cage, Several Investigataii have ;tudied-this skill in relation to reading

but the results are inclusive. Harris (1962, 1970), Wepman (1960) and others

report that.children.who fail to igtect differences in sounds of words may,

hawe.difficaty-witirthe printed symbol. Flynn and Byrne (1970) found that

-retarded readers had more difficulty with auditory discrimination of words,

nonsense syllabikso and u'usical pitches than did advanced readers in the third

grade. Atchison (1975) recently compared the performance of first grade nor-

ilia and learning disabled children on several phonemic discrimination tasks.

She-constructed tests to explo're.;mrious factors including the number of pho-

nemic contrasts in words, position of the contrasting phoneme, and familiar-

ity of stimulus ems. Learning disabled children rerformed significantly

. below the norms s but she found that a small sub -group contributed to most.

.--

.

.
.

of the difference. Phonemic discriMination performance did not correlate
.

N.
. i . ..,

significantly with-reading achievcpent for either group of -children. Both

. .

*mad and learning disabled children performed better with lexically falcon-
__ , 0

. ..).aslit9oids than with unfamiliar items. This factor is pareicularlx_importadt

-, ... .,

16
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to note if children have a lidited vocabulary. Position'of the phoneme con-

trast also was significant in Atchison's. study. She found that hoth normal

and learning disabled children were more successful in differentiating words

with initial sounds than with final sounds.

Another process emphasized by Gibson and Levin (1975) is analysis or

segmentatiOn.' This involiret the.ability to separate words 1.9tcr syllables

or phonemes. The authors state that "fragmentation and recombination of
'
'sounds appear to be essential for mastery of the speech system and for decod-

ing it to written symbols (page 228) ---- the child must be able to hear

segmentation in what is spoken to him before we can reasonably expect him

to learn to map the written code to speech or vice versa." But, according

dor
to Gibson and Levin,'*Young childrendo not automatically analyze the phone-

mic information in speech,. Before five or so, they do ho[ -always heai words

as subordinate units."

The importance of segmentation also has been stressed by Lieberman (1971)

who states that before a child can map a visual message on the spoken word,

he'has to be-consciously aware that award such as."cat" has three elements.

` Sevin states that in hi's experience "everyone who'has failed to learn to

read even the simplest arose by the end of the first grade has been unable

bpi

to analyze syllables into phonemea," (page 321, 19'2). Thelf obse ations

are in keeping with our clinical experience. Some very severe language cases

A

cannot even segment words in sentences -- they give evidgnce of this V writ-
.

ing "uphere" as, one word., We also have -seen many adolescents and young adults

wIti severe reading-disorders who could not segment words into syllables.

In sows instances this,problem affects spelling more than.reading, Particu-

larly if the student use'l visual skills and context. For example, a''seventeen-

year-old read the months of the yeay correctly but he spelled them so he

1 7
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segmented them -- "Sep.-- ter." At tines, some students find that the pres-

ence of the visual pattern (the word) may facilitate perception of all tht

syllables or phone=es. Thus, the teacher must/dectde whether to wotk'on

intrasensory auditory segmenting or to combine the work with the printed

word, perhaps by?- presenting the word_ in syllabic units or in Phoneme patterns.

Typically, we attempt tb assess the most efficient stragegies during'three

weeks of diagnostic teaching.

Blending is another auditory process that is required for reading, par-

ticularly if a synthetic:phonic.method is being used. Although we have not

Completed ,the data gathering and analysis on learning disabled children's

blending "pity, our clinical experience and initial inspection of the data

indicate that this is not as great a prOblem.for-poor readers as issegment- .

.

in,. Both processes, however, should be-investigated since decoding requires

auditory and visual; analysis' as well as auditory synthesis. Because of these 411
Iv

intermodal factors, we feel it is important to detetmine first whether the

child can analyze and synthesize words auditorily and then bisensorially.

In relediation, it is our practice to work withthe_media that is easiest

for the child and progress to those skills that are more difficult for him.

Visual Discrimination. Visual discriminati:dh-tasks have-long been in-

eluded as a part of most reading readiness tests.' It is assumed that chil-

dren need to be able to detect similarities and differences between letters

end words in order to read.. Gibson (1969) and others have.contributed signif-

icmntly to our understanding,of visual perception1404 its development in

children. For example, Gibson and Levin'(1976) report that children continue

to progress in the disirimination of letter-like forMi up to the age of eight

but they found that tHe children do not confuse many letters even At four
411

'ears of age.: Calfee Chapman and Venezky (1970 presented kindergarten

18
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Children with various letter matching tasks and found the ii4jor:comfusions

were on right-left reversals such as b and d. When letter groups were tested,'

however, more errors were observed. The matling.of letter strings and words

is more difficult -for kindergarten children because of the sequencing fac-

tar (Calfee et al., 1970).

Distuqances of visual perception have been reported among learning

disabled and dyslexic children (Orton, 1937; Strauss and Lehtinen, 1947).

Symptoms included reversals, figure-ground disturbance, And faulty sequenc-

. ing. As a result of these problems, various tests have been constructed

to assess some parameters of visual perception (Frostig, Lefevef and Whitt/e-

sey, 1966; Colarusso andHammill, 1972) and programs of intervention have ,

been recommended. Visual problems and procedureS have been examined more

carefully in recent years and there is some indication that disturbandCes

of visual perception may be found less frequently than once assumed. More

difficulties might be attributable to linguistiC'or graphic/sound associations

than to visual processes per se. Similarly, the programs of visual' percep-
.

.

.

tual training that involve practice with-geometric designs and other nonver-

balbal figures have not always proved to facilitate reading.. acquisition. This

(does not, however, indicate that research on visual perception should be

minimized. Newer models of perception may be used to study visual informa

tion processing in different ways; (Neisser, 1967; Sperling, 1960.)

Finally, although many learning disabled-children appear to have ade-
..

. vete visual and phonemic discrimination, the special educator always must

be avers that individuals may, indeed, havia problems at this-level, and that

'Intervention shodld be pirovided.

19
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Memory .

The _research on memory, like that o perception, is so vast and so in-

'terrelated with other cognitive processes that a comprehensive review is

o

impossible. One needs to consider memory via various sensory modalfties,

'immediate, short term, and long term memory, recognition versus recall, mem-
,

ory for sequence and other parameters. In this piesentation, we will high-
,.

light only a few areas that have been of greatest concefn in our work with

children who haW reading disabilities.

In a descriptive study of sixty dyslexic children (Johnson and Mykle-
.

buit, 1965) reported that auditory memory disturbances predominated over

visual impairments. As a group, the Aildren were patticulkr/y.deficient

4,
in Auditory Attention Span for Words from the Detroit Tests of Learning Apo,

J

titude (Baker and Leland, 1958)., Their.performance.alio was poor on Audi-

tort' Attention Span for Syllables. The latter task involves repetition of

sentences and, therefore, may assess some parameters of syntax as well as

ft

semeTy'span. These findings may be related to the fact that over half of

this group had had some problems with oral language acquisition. These find-
,-

.

lingo; together with the significav investigations reported in Kavanaugh and

Mattingly (1972) indicate the iMportance of studying theinterrelationships

between oral language and reading.

Many studies of memory also involve 111e-retention of information in

4 sequence. Again, several investigations suggest that reading disabled

childien have probltms with-timporal sequeneing.(Vernon, 1971). In a recent.

study of good and poor readers Burns (1975) attempted to-determine whether

there were differencesjnsseguential memory according to modality of input

and output. Subjectowere given sets of digits auditorily, visually, and'

bisansorially-and with each set of inputs they Wareiasked to give-bral and/or

20
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written responses. She found that the reading disabled subjects had diffi,

culty with memory for-aaeries irrespeCtive of.mode of input or output.

Other indications of sequencing problems were noted in the ability to

say the days of the week.or months of the year. Only thirteen sects from

a group of-sixty dyslexics were able to say the months i9 order (Johnson

and ilyklebust, 1965). During remediation, the majority ofthese children

were able to learn the series when the months were said rhythmically in groups

of three.

Our clinical experience with adolescents and young adults with severe

reading disorders suggests that sequencing disturbances persist if-remedia-

tion is not provided. Many Who'came for diagnosis could not say the alpha-

bet or the donths of the year. They also had difficulty with the repetition

of multisyllabic words, digits, and sentences; Typically, those with sequenc-,

ing disorders mis-order sounds in words when they read and spell. A few,

however, are aided in their temporal sequencing by seeing the printed word.

They can retain the'order of the sounds when they read because they have

the entire image before theii. This example again indicates the need for

diagnostic teachinglpftd the seleciion of inputs of media thatill facilitate

Learning.

Another type of memory disorder found among language and learning dis-

abled children is the problem of word retrieval.. Many children understand

words bqt cannot retrieve them for spontaneous communication. As a result,

they may use circumlocutions, substitutions, or pantomime. Some usean'over-

ahmedirs of nonspecific words such as "stuff, what-cha-ma-calf -it" and non-
.

specific pronouns (Johnson and Myklebust,'1967). While these problems fre-

qeently are associated with auditory, disorders, the teacher should be aware

of passible relationships with reading. Some youngsters have difficulty with
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oral reading but they can read silently. Same may substitute meaningful words

such as "cat" for "kitten"; others can define the words but cannot say them.

For example, one student said when looking at the word "inspection," "I know

that it means to:look over something very carelkaly but I cannot say it."

When learning letter names or sounds, the children may quickly point to the

letter when it is said, but they cannot retrieve the name or sound. These ,

disorders have been observed among preschool children b'Y Jansky and DeHirsch

(1972) and by Mattis, French and Rapin (1975) in older children and young

adults.

In remediatlon, the children are provided-with cuing techniques such as

multiple-choice questions oz the first sodrid of the word. 'In reading; the

children may need more opportunities for recognition'and association responses.

Frequently we recommend that the initial sight vocabulary be coMpo.sed of nouns

and'verbs so the children can have the opportunity to associate objects or

pictures with the printed form.

Revisualization problems also are found among learning disabled children.

714Se may be noted in spetiling when the child is expected to reyisualize let-

40'
ters or words. The teacher who uses writing to reinforce reading should be

aware of possible difficulties, and might provide models of letters near the

student-to aid recall.

4

Reading instructors also should be aware of possible problems in cross
/

. ,

modal learning. Birch and Belmont (1964) and Birch and Lefocd (1963) stim-

ulated considerable research on the subject of intersensor# learning. They

reported that.retarded readers-performed less successfully on tasks requir-

imgauditory-visual.ntegration. Although some questions have been raised

-regarding these conclusions by Bryant (1968) and others, it isciour impression

that comprehensive studies of children are.needed to detdrmine whether there

am disturbances in intrasensoii or integrative functiods (Zigmond, 1966).

22
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. .One of the most critical aspect's olearning to investigate is the child's.-

Ability to symbolize, that is,'to understand -that various sounds and'figures.2 .
S,

can stand for something.- Severe, global dIsorders'ofsolisation are de-

tected early in childhood when a child failsto understand spoken words or* .

somads'in his environment. Mild or moderate problemd may n be detected

until later when the child is expected to comprekendosore dif icult words.

or to read and write.

research and diagnosis of learning disabled children the Investiga-

tot should explore the breadth of the symbolic deficit, thaw is, whetar the

child has a generalized problem or one that id specific tobreading. Some

of our research indicates that many preichool children with auditory lang-

nage disorders also have-problems with the use of gesture (Knott, 1974).

On the-_other'hand, some children with severe language prOblems develop elab-

orate pantomime and may even respond to instruction with sign language.

Our clinical experience vi th children Who were referred (hiving the pre-
-,

sthool years indicates that many of them later have difficulty learning to

read, write, and calculate.

These observations and studies_ indicate that one should not view any

single symbol) wystem such as reading in isolation. Rather, one should in-

castigate the comprehension and use of all symbol systems.

Since reading is often considered tome a visual Symbol system super-
_

imposed on auditory language, it is particularly important.to investigate,

softy aspects of auditory verbal comprehension. This includes the ability

talunderstand single words as well as connected speech. In general, chil-

disen do not comprehend what they read unless they understand the spoken word.

As indicated previously, children with.seVere,auditory isorders will usu-

23
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allibe.identified before they enter school; however, mild to moderate prob-,

lems may go undetected if the child acquires enough language for general

conveksation. .Later, these,children Often are referred because of reading

comprehension pApblems. . Some youngsters fail to comprehend specific classes

of words such as those'representing space and time (e.g., between, below,

,middle, after). Others only have difficulty with moreabstracrvocabulary

used insocial studies and science, particularly.superordinates such'as "ap-

pliance" or "continent."

Initially some of these children may be quite deceptive because they

.

may learn to "sound outs' words rather quickly but they.do not undertrtand

'them. They are word callers and are sometimes called "hyperlexic" (Hutten-

locher and Huttenlocher,.1973). Echolalic children may barn to "read" words

asteaSily'as they learned to repeat them. For example, an eight-year-old III

scored at the four-year level on a test otauditory comprehension but at

an etght-3,ear level on a measure of oral reading. The latter required no

Comprehension. His silent reading was limited to only a few words which

he could match with pictures. These children appear to "transduce" from

one sensory system to another without translating. When this occurs it is

very important to assess silent reading comprehension or, to ask the child

What the word means-or what the-storis about after he has read it.

It is interesting to note that some of these youngsters cannot inhibit

verbal responses on silent reading comprehension tasks. They must re'spond

orally. Others are "overloaded" by oral reading tasks ..,Their reading

prehension deteriorates then asked to read aloud and they seem unable to

tonitor for meaning. In remediation comprehension is emphasized and oral

reading is reduced.

Some children with symbolic deficits have no problems understanding

24
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single words but they have difficulty with connected language or complex

syntax. ;Failure-to understand complek sentence structure, again, may be

reflected in reading comprehension problems or,in understa0ding-of mathemae-
0

ical story problems.

During thi,past several years there has been a,surge Of interest and

keseirch pertaining .ti5- syntax. The theoretical - constructs of Chomaky (1957)

. .

and others=stimulAgd many studies on-language development. They also pro-i

vided the basis for'test construction and programs-of remediation, (Lee, 1969;

1974; Lee, Koen4sknecht-and Mulhern, 1975). These deVelopments, together

with new theoretical models of reading have fostered investigations regard-

ing oral syntax and various facets-of reading comprehension. Comprehensive

systems of error analysis have been developed which aid the teacher in plan-

ning for children with problems (Goodman and Burke, 1972).

The educator should attempt to determine which-syntactic and morpholog-

ical rules the child has acquired and to what extent these rules are auto-

matized. Although most normal children enter school with good language,

many with learning disabilities have delayed or deficient linguistic systems.

If they are presented with reading material containing complex Syntactic

patterns they may be unable to utilize contextual clues or to anticipate

words in sentences.

Jaesky (1975) reports that many young.children who are "marginally

ready" for school have difficulty with syntax on seveUl levels. She says;

"their sentence memory spans are short, they have some trouble following

grammatically complex directions, and their,own sentences are often frag-
.

vented and poorly constructed ". the group of children we meet for the

. .

first, ime during the middle school years'has trouble with sentences and

this interferes with reading comprehension" (page' 49).

. 25
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Several studies confirm the relationships between syntax and rending 411

(Golinkoff, 1975; Little, 1974). Cramer and Weiner_ (1966).arid Weiner and

Cromer (1967) are among those who found relationships between "reading cum-

prehension and syntax. ,Using the Cloze technique they fdund that the re-

spouses of poor readers were less iyntactica11-correct than those of good.

readers. Kass (1966) found that subjects with severe reading diiabilities

were marginally deficient in the Grammatrc Closure subtext of the Illinois

. Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities (Kirk and McCaithy, 1968)'.

An Intensive investigation of several syntactic abilities Air normal

and dyslexic children were completed by Vogel (1975). She'selscted and /or

devised nine measure& of syntax-and'administered them to twenty nIrmal and

twenty dyslexic boys with reading comprehension problems. The age range .

was seven years and four months to ight years and five months. She.grerupeill,

her tett& into the following five c egories: (1) recognition--ofmelody

petters ,(2) recognition of grammaticality, (3) comprehension of 41, .

(4) sentence repetition, and (5) syntax and morphology in expressive lang-

uage. 'She feUnd the dyslexics were statistically different from the noimals

in recognition of melody pattern, sentence repetition, and syntax and mor-

_ Vhology in expressive language. As a result of these findings Vogel empha-

sizes the importance of assessing syntactic ability, when selecting reading

materials. She states, " the most important implication for the teach-

ing_of reading ts that meaning is conveyed pribarily tIliough the syntactic 4'

structure eathe than the individual words. Syntax carries the butden of
I

.

the'nessage" (page 82). She also states that if ',hi child is having diffi-
,

1

culty in reading is-a high probability that his diffi-i

-culty -is related to syntactic deficiencies._ Therefore* the assessmint of 411
,

.

,

. _. .

4, syntactic ability -should he included in the evaluation and diagnostic pro-

26
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cedures" (l975; page 82).,
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Implications for Instruction

A
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The overall program of reading instruction is based on the chil'l's strengths

and weaknesses. Although the goal is to teach all children to read, the in-

approach varies with the nature of the disability. Many fall into one

of two major, categories -- those who are deficient in visual processes and
4

1/4

thole who,are deficient in auditory learning. We have called the former group

visual dyslexics. Characteristically they a tendency to reverse, ro-

tate, or invert letters, or transpose letters with words. Some attend to

, -

detailtwithin words, or to the-general configuration but not both. Some

have'a reduced rate of visual perception. 'Most have visual memory problems

11*Which prevent them from remembering whole words. cau se they cannot perceive

and remember whole words, we use a synthetic phonic approach in remediation.

Letter Sounds are introduced, (a few consonants and short vowels)and the
*0 .

student blends them into weaningfUl words. Letter names are not used in the

-easly stages; and few, if any rules are used. Rarely are associations such .

as "a for apple" used. The objective is to help the student unlock the code --

to convert the graphemes to phonemes as simply as possible. The form of

the letters is kept constant since some children often find it difficult

to read both upper and lower case print. Emphasis,is given to simultaneous

auditory and visual sequencing and tophoneme -grapheme relationfhips during

the, initial Phase of instruction. 47
(

-Thd basic approach to rea4ia for the visual dyslexic circumvents his
w

mma 't
basiV-eeikness and capitalizes op the strengths; however, work also ill done

4,
, \

to improve the deficit. A two;pronged remediation plan is used. Th* objec-

, a

11108411,t0 assist the child-2h both word attack and instant recognition.
. -

. 4 ' ,

'

27,
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In the past we found it was neither beneficial to bombard the deficit nor

to raise all skills to a normal readiness level. Thus, the dual plan. How-.,

ever, even when working on a specific deficit such as visual perception or

.,:wisidwiwsmnoory, one must consider the most effective, "teaching circuit." If a child'

cannot. perceive letters in the normal way he probably will not benefit from

beifig given worksheets designed to improve visual 'perception. The teacher

must decide how the'materials can be usedso that the child can, in-fact;

see the similarities and differences: At.times color cues may be used. In

other instances the size of the letters may be increased. In other cases

'taction, or extensive verbalization will be used to "lead the child's look- -

ing." The technigues'are not selected it random, but are based on the child's

pattern of strengths and weaknesses.

In contrast, the auditory dyslexic usually cannot learn phonies and

theiefozlits taught tglread-whole words. Characteristically tb;e children

have disturbances in auditory perception; rhyming, blending, analysis, and

memo*. Although gross discrimination may Blyetiftate they fail to perceive

sounds within words. Many have difficulty with oral reading. Because of

these learning patterns, the children are taught with:an intrasensory vis-

ual approach 'during the initial stages of remediation. They are taught al

sight vocabulary-which consists largely of nouns and verbs irphat is words

which can be associated with an object, experience, or picture; In this

way no oral response is required: -While some children benefit from saying

the words aloud, others. cannot concentrate on the visual image if they also

must call up the audiiiry. Therefore, even when phrases and sentences are

first introduced, the assignments are arranged so the child can match them

with pictures rather than reading aloud. In some .respects the approach is

'similar to that used in learning.' foreign language. Words often are intro-
..
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duced %units such as foods, clothing or transportation. Since no child

can learn every word frod visual memory, and since we want to help him with

word attack, a dual appro.ach also is used with this group. As soon as a

child'has4 substantial sight vocabulary, every attempt"is made to help him

,

with the auditory skills so that he can decode unfamiliar words.

Our experience in recent years suggests that not all learning disabled

Children can be categorized in these broad groups. Hence, many'variables

must-be considered in assessment. and remediation. Various deficits inter-
1

t fere with the reading acqUisition process, thus reducing the strategies that

are needed for efficient reading. It is clear that the good'reader has many

options to identifjwords including phonics, structural anilysis and context.

One or more o the disturbances described above may interfere with certain

aspects of reading but not others. For example, nhildien with auditory cam -_

A
prehension problems may fail to acquire meaning yet they-can dtcode. Some

with syntax problems do 'not use contextual cues because they cannot antici-
,

pate words in context.

therefore, several. critical questions are raised with regard to early

reading instruction.

(1) What is the nature of the input stimulation? Is Lit primarily vis-

ual; does it.comhine auditory and visual stimulation; are all sensory chan-

-

nels.wsed °simultaneously?

(2) What is the expected response from the child? Is he expected to

match figures or to mark something? Is he expected to give an oral response?'

Does he used to know how to write?

(3) What is the nature, of the vocabulary? On What bast% were the words

selected? How controlled is the vocabulary? Ile the words have atonsistent

phomeme-grapheme relationship? How many meaningful words are used (specif-

29
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ically nouns and verbs)? Is.the vocabulary useful, to the studlint? Can a

recognition response be used?

(4) -What is the nature of the sentence structure? Is it similar td the

Child's language? Is the sentence length beyond the range of his auditory

memory span?

(5) What is the'nature of the content; Is the material in keeping with

the child's level of experience and interest?

(6) Does the methed:tequire deductive or inductive thought processes?

Are rules learned ekplicitty otleisMplicitly?

In addition to the.preceding questions, the.teacher analyzes reading books

_

for other faftors such as the size of print, the amount of material on a page,

variations in letter case and size, spacing between words and lines, length of

story, and nature of the pictures or illustrations.

These constitute but a few of the variables to consider when teaching

learning disabled children. Others include the level of intelligence, language,

sand experience. Ai we learn more about children \nd about learning processes,

undoubtedly more variables will be included in the plan. In essence, the

learninglisabled child.maY be likened to a special type of computer. The

computer has,a potential capacity for processing informationy However, it

will function properly when fed with a program which,satisfies the necessary

criteria for production. Although there are countless variables to control

and confider when dealing with nomething as complex as the human brain and

the reading process, the years ahead can be exciting as we study these variables

in'a apre systematic fashion.

4 , 30
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OPEN DISCUSSION OF JOHNSON PRESENTATION

.

ii.A: arenLt those a lot of etiological studies?

JOHNSON: The question of etiology 'always cases up. We routinely go througn

intensive case histories With this entire population, and,I think it is not fully

clear inall'casds exactly what role etiology plays. In one of our studies-of 60

reading diiabled childreN, it looked as though there could be multIple

etiologies, including genetic factdrs, difficulties at birth, and difficultees

prenatally and Sometimes postnatally. Those are generally the fourabig

categories. I think there are variables we know nothing about.
. .

We have an increasing number,cf familial cases now, and it's interesting

that in some cases where we have two br three children in the family Mith a

severe language Aisorder,the parents will say, "I had-trouble with thid area of

1serning.* In one case,, the father is an artist. 'He says he still has trouble

with the pronunciation of eulti -syllable words, with an auditory sequence, and

you see very much the the same pattern in his youngsters.

. -
I. '911TH: Can you give any indication of what proportion of the pOpulation bee

-6:these'problems?

4

J06130*:. The figure tepds to be 1%, to 3$, but you will hear arincidence figure

of' VD$ to 15$ in aose school systems. I prefer to deal with this bard core

learning disabled populaft and havitlooird at that 1% to 3$* as -a reasqnable
4

no".

HMOS: Now 16 the populetioodistributedin terse of age :of referrals?

4485 1.
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JOHNSON: The children who come to our center -are referred by a school, a

physician, or the family. We are 4n a teaching-trag.ng institute, so we keep a

cross section of all ages. At any one'time, we would have 10 or 15 preschoolers, .

and the probably 10 or 15 elementary, high school, and adult levels. I did one

study to look at the most frequent,age of referral years 'ago. 4ge 9 was when the

greatest number of children were refei.red. Those with severe.oral_language

problems maybe identified as early as ..- Those referred at the age of 2 tended

to be siblingi of children who already language delays of some kind.

4

CHOMSKY: I guess we are looking at some of the better successes, fairly'dramatic

ones. What kind of success rate do you tend to have?

1OHNSON: Even success cases take a long, long time.

-3 4

a

Recess

A2

O
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